PRE PRESS RELEASE

Ormaiztegi, 4th August 2023

IRIZAR AT BUSWORLD

The Irizar Group attends the Busworld International Trade Fair to showcase its multi-technology range of buses and coaches, along with the company’s firm commitment to sustainable mobility for the future.

The Irizar Group will once again be demonstrating the company’s high innovative and technological capacity at Busworld by presenting its new Efficient range of sustainable vehicles and a host of technological innovations that will prove essential for the future of mobility and decarbonisation.

Irizar and Irizar e-mobility will be showcasing four latest generation Irizar vehicles at stand No. 602 in Hall 6 (1,710 m²): an Irizar i8 coach, an Irizar i6S Efficient coach, an Irizar electric ie tram vehicle and the new Irizar i6S Efficient Hydrogen coach. All these vehicles on display feature important innovations compared to current models in terms of technology, sustainability and fuel costs.

On 7 October at 11:30 a.m., our stand at Busworld will also be the setting for Irizar’s new i6S Efficient Hydrogen vehicle to be unveiled for the first time, thereby turning this trade fair into the ideal backdrop for Irizar to present its future business strategy and technology roadmap, which includes Irizar’s Efficient range of multi-technology vehicles.

The stand will also have an area dedicated exclusively to sustainability, where we will showcase our commitment to a better world, as well as the full Izir product range, our circular economy brand consisting of products made from surplus materials from our own production process.
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